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Abstract

We describe a vision system that monitors activity

in a site over extended periods of time. The system

uses a distributed set of sensors to cover the site, and

an adaptive tracker detects multiple moving objects in

the sensors. Our hypothesis is that motion tracking

is su�cient to support a range of computations about

site activities. We demonstrate using the tracked mo-

tion data: to calibrate the distributed sensors, to con-

struct rough site models, to classify detected objects, to

learn common patterns of activity for di�erent object

classes, and to detect unusual activities.

1 A motivating scenario

Our goal is a vision system that monitors activity

in a site over extended periods of time, i.e., patterns
of motion and interaction demonstrated by objects in
the site. The system should provide statistical descrip-
tions of typical activity patterns, e.g., normal vehic-
ular volume or normal pedestrian tra�c paths for a
given time of day; it should detect unusual events, by
spotting activities that are very di�erent from normal
patterns, e.g., unusual volumes of tra�c, or a speci�c
movement very di�erent from normal observation; and
it should detect unusual interactions between objects,
e.g., a person parking a car in front of a building, ex-
iting the car, but not entering the building.

Because a site may be larger than can be observed
by a single camera, our system observes activities with
a \forest of sensors" distributed around the site. Each
sensor unit is a compact packaging of camera, on-
board computational power, local memory, communi-
cation capability and possibly locational instrumenta-
tion (e.g., GPS). Example systems exist [4, 5, 8], and
more powerful systems will emerge as technology in
sensor design, DSP processing, and communications

evolves. We arbitrarily distribute many sensor units
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around the site, by attaching them to poles, trees, and
buildings for outdoor sites1, and to walls and furniture
for indoor sites, such as the Intelligent Room2.

The forest should learn patterns of activities in a
site, then monitor and classify activities based on these
learned patterns. For simplicity, we assume the exis-
tence of some basic sensor units, and focus on the
processing needed to learn and monitor activities. A
coordinated forest of sensors needs: self-calibration {
determine the positions of all the cameras relative to
one another; construction of rough site models { de-
termine the ground plane, and mark occupied areas;
robust detection of objects in the site and classi�cation

of detected objects; learning from extended observation

(e.g. over a period of weeks) the common activity pat-
terns; and detection of unusual events in the site.

Our governing hypothesis is that these tasks can
be accomplished simply by observing moving objects.
To verify this hypothesis, we need: a robust tracker
that can reliably detect moving objects and return an
accurate description of the observed object, both its
motion parameters and its intrinsic parameters such
as size and shape; and methods that can use such
tracking data to accomplish the tasks listed above.

2 A robust adaptive tracker

In this section, we describe a novel tracking
system[9], based on the standard notion of background
subtraction. Simple implementations of background-
ing just subtract consecutive images and threshold
the resulting di�erence image to determine pixels that
may correspond to motion. More robust methods
use time averages of images [2], adaptive Gaussian
estimation[12], or Kalman �ltering [7] to derive the
background image to be subtracted.

While such methods often run in real time, they are
generally not robust. They often only detect the lead-
ing and trailing edges of large objects, they are subject

1(see http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/darpa/vsam/)
2(see http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/hci/hci.html)
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to noise e�ects, and they are susceptible to small mo-
tion e�ects, e.g., branches rustling in the wind.

We propose a more robust detector that adapts to
the observed scene. We consider each pixel as an in-
dependent statistical process, and record the observed
intensity at each pixel over the previous n frames. This
set of observed samples is then optimally �t with a
mixture of K Gaussians. This reects the expectation
that samples of the same scene point are likely to dis-
play normal noise distributions, and the expectation
that more than one process may be observed over time.
This is in contrast to P�nder[12] which �ts a single
Gaussian to a background pixel's history and requires
a model of the moving object. Examples of observing
multiple processes at a single pixel include: swaying
tree branches, where a pixel sometimes observes the
branch, sometimes the scene behind the branch; and
rippling water which may reect the sky, the horizon
or simply appear the color of the water.

The probability that an observed pixel has intensity
value xt at time t is modeled as

Pr(xt) =
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where !j is the weight assigned to the jth distribution
of that pixel's mixture model, �j is its mean and �j is
its covariance matrix. For simplicity we use �j = �

2
j I:

We will now show how Equation 1 models the distri-
bution of recent observations at a particular pixel as
a mixture of Gaussians which is characterized entirely
by the parameters !j ; �j ;�j .

To determine the background model, we consider
each pixel individually. We order the K distributions
on the basis of !j=�

2
j as distributions with larger such

values are more likely to be stable background distri-
butions. We then select the �rst B distributions that
account for a prede�ned fraction of the evidence

B = argmin
b

 Pb

j=1 !jPK

j=1 !j

> T

!
(2)

where T is an estimate of the fraction of the evidence
which is produced by the background process. Thus
a multi-modal distribution caused by repetitive back-
ground motion (leaves on a tree, a ag in the wind,
a construction asher) could result in several colors
being included in the background model. The back-
ground model thus handles transparency e�ects by ac-
cepting multiple colors per pixel.

To update the model, every new pixel value, xt,
is checked against the existing distributions, until a
match is found. A match is de�ned as a pixel within

2 standard deviations of a distribution. If none of the
model's distributions match the incoming value, the
least probable distribution is removed and replaced
with a distribution with that mean value, an initially
high variance, and a low prior weight.

The distribution weights for each distribution at
time t are adjusted by:

!j;t = (1� �)!j;t�1 + �(Mj;t) (3)

where � is the learning rate and Mj;t is 1 for the
matched distribution and 0 for the remaining mod-
els. 1/� de�nes the speed at which the distribution's
parameters change. !j;t is a causal low-pass �ltered
(thresholded) posterior probability that the pixel val-
ues have matched model j given observations from
time 1 through t. This is equivalent to the expec-
tation of this value with an exponential window on
past evidence.

The � and � parameters for unmatched distri-
butions remain the same. The parameters of the
matched distribution, j, are updated as follows

�j;t = (1� �)�j;t�1 + �xt (4)

�
2
j;t = (1� �)�2j;t�1 + �(xt � �j;t)

T (xt � �j;t) (5)

where
� = � � Pr(xtj�j;t�1; �j;t�1) (6)

which is the same type of causal low-pass �lter as men-
tioned above, except that only the data which matches
the model is included in the estimation. This allows
both the mean and the variance to track slow illumina-
tion changes but leaves the background distributions
uncorrupted when large changes occur.

Any pixel which is more than 2 standard devia-
tions away from all of the background distributions is
de�ned as part of a foreground moving object. These
pixels are then clustered into connected components,
and a multiple hypothesis tracker using linear predic-
tive Kalman �lters is used to determine moving com-
ponent correspondence from frame to frame. It in-
cludes linear prediction in x, y and size parameters.

An example of one frame of the tracker is shown in
Figure 1. Note that this process does not explicitly
remove shadows, and a method such as that used in
[2] could be included to handle this case.

For each tracked object, we can record a range of
information for use in subsequent processes, including
the size and shape of the object (as measured in image
units), the location and speed of the object (as mea-
sured in image units) and the direction of motion of
the object. Example traces of tracked objects3 over a
one hour time period are shown in Figure 2.

3Because color is not reproduced in these proceedings, we
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Figure 1: Tracker in action. Top left shows a current

image. Top right shows the most probable background

image (i.e. dominant Gaussian mean for each pixel's

mixture model). Bottom left shows the connected com-

ponents of the tracked objects. Bottom right shows the

tracked objects, with velocity vectors overlaid.

The following links provide a log of the tracking
system running continuously over a period of sev-
eral weeks. Hourly dumps of a sample image, and
the track information for the past hour are pro-
vided: http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/vsam/ An ex-
ample portion of this log is shown in Figure 8.

3 Using the tracker to calibrate

Since our goal is to build and maintain a global rep-
resentation of the activity in a large, extended scene, it
is essential to coordinate the individual video streams
arriving from multiple sources, transforming multiple
observations to a common coordinate frame. Express-
ing all local data in a common global frame will lay
the groundwork for global activity understanding.

We require the system's self-calibration to be ro-
bust, unsupervised, and recover in real-time from
changes in the camera con�guration. The system must
also operate in sites with potentially repetitive back-
grounds, such as urban or outdoor environments. In
such scenes, static feature detectors will �nd many
false correspondences that must be pruned, making
traditional calibration methods very expensive.

Our system uses the image locations of scene ob-
jects tracked simultaneously in overlapping images to
build point correspondences between views in real
time. Each camera independently tracks the motion
of an object in its �eld of view and stores the image

encourage interested readers to visit our web site for examples

and details http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/darpa/vsam/

Figure 2: Examples of tracking patterns. The top im-

age shows the observed area, the bottom image shows

the track patterns, (color encodes direction and inten-

sity encodes speed). In each case, lanes of vehicle traf-

�c and standard pedestrian paths are easily identi�ed.

coordinates of its centroid. Each new correspondence
between a pair of cameras provides an additional con-
straint for estimating the cameras' relative geometry.

We use a model of relative camera geometry appro-
priate for situations encountered in outdoor, urban
monitoring applications. In such scenes, moving ob-
jects are typically cars or people moving on the ground
plane, and therefore the objects' motion is often pla-
nar. Corresponding image points of tracked objects in
a camera pair are then related by a projective linear
transformation or homography [1].

We have tested the use of dynamic point correspon-
dences for estimating the homographies between im-
ages of the scene's ground plane in a laboratory set-
ting in which three cameras view a scene containing a
single moving object. For each camera pair, a small

but su�cient set of points is randomly sampled from
a larger bu�er of recent point correspondences and a
least-squares solution for the homography is �tted to
these sample correspondences. The newly computed
estimate is compared to the current homography esti-
mate for that camera pair by �nding the mean squared
error of both estimates on the full set of most recently
bu�ered point correspondences. The model with the
best �t is retained as the current best estimate.

For every pair of cameras with overlapping views,
the ground plane homography is continuously up-
dated, and the collection of homographies is used to
warp incoming video streams from all camera views
to a single reference point of view. The result is
a composite video stream that displays in real time
the global motion of the scene objects throughout the
extended scene. This composite video displays the
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Figure 3: Snapshot of a multiple camera video se-

quence. Above: A single frame from each of three raw

input video sequences. Below: A single frame from the

composite video sequence generated by warping each

frame to a common coordinate system.

tracked object's location from a single view even when
the object is either occluded or not within the �eld
view of the reference camera. In addition, areas of
the extended scene not visible by any cameras in the
system are clearly outlined. (See Figure 3.)

Enhancements to the system for handling observa-
tions of real scenes are complementary to enhance-
ments to both the tracker of the previous section and
the classi�ers described in Section 5. The tracking
system's adaptive background model makes it possible
to continuously update the estimated camera geome-
try and recover from changes to the camera con�gu-
ration. In addition, the multiple hypothesis tracker in
conjunction with the object classi�er may be used to
eliminate false correspondences in camera pairs when
there are multiple sources of motion. In turn, the
mapping of the ground plane to a common coordinate
system allows the activity patterns observed in each
camera's image plane to be transformed to a common
plane for the purpose of analyzing continuous global
activity patterns throughout the extended scene.

4 Using the tracker for site modeling

4.1 Extracting a world coordinate frame

Given that we can calibrate a forest of sensors to
a common image coordinate frame, we can coordinate
observations from the forest. Now we need to relate

this common camera coordinate frame to a world co-
ordinate frame. We thus need to determine the pose
of the ground plane relative to a camera.

Our hypothesis is that we can obtain the needed
information by observing motion in the site. We as-
sume that the site can be roughly modeled by a single
ground plane. If we track an object moving through
the site, we can use observed changes in its height to
determine the ground plane parameters.

Assume that the origin of the coordinate frame is
placed at the focal point of the camera, which we
model as a pinhole device, with focal length f . Let
the z axis lie along the optic axis, and let the base
and top of the tracked object be represented by the
image points p and r respectively at one time instant,
and by q and s at a second time instant. If we assume
that the observed object is oriented perpendicular to
the ground plane (e.g., that people walk in an upright
position), then the unit normal n of the ground plane
must lie along the vector:

(r� p)� (q� s):

Any point P lying on the ground plane must satisfy
the constraint P � n = d where:

d =
1

fh
(p � n) [f(n � v) + h+ (n � z)(p � v)]H

where h is the height of the observed object in the im-
age, H is the actual height of the object in the world,
and v is a unit vector in the image between p and r.
Note that H is unknown, although we can provide an
estimate for it, e.g., if the observed object is a person,
we can approximate his/her height.

We can now normalize the observed height of any
tracked object to account for projective foreshorten-
ing. If t is the image vector of the base of a new
observed object, with image axis along the unit vector
u and image height `, then the corresponding world
height of the object is

`(p � n) [f(n � v) + h+ (n � z)(p � v)]

h(t � n) [f(n � u) + `+ (n � z)(t � u)]
H:

This provides us with normalized world measurements
about an object that are useful in classifying objects.

4.2 Mapping out the site

Once we have an estimate of the ground plane, and
a means for estimating the height of an object, we can
use this information together with our tracked objects
to determine a rough site model. In our approach [10],
we initially consider the site, as viewed from the cam-
era, as completely �lled. Now suppose that we observe

4



Figure 4: Using a tracked object to create a rough site

model. The left image shows a background image, an

image containing a moving object, the extracted mov-

ing object and the current rough depth map, with in-

tensity encoding distance. The right image shows the

�nal result, with the background image, the depth map

and the image texture mapped onto the depth map.

a moving object, and that we compute the height of
that object using the method above. By using our es-
timate of the ground plane and the computed height,
we can estimate the distance to the object. This al-
lows us to deduce that the portion of the site between
the camera center and the observed object must be
unoccluded, hence we can carve out that portion of
the site model as being free space. As we continue
to track this object, other portions of free space are
swept out. Furthermore, when the object becomes oc-
cluded, this places a lower bound on the distance to
the occluding portion of the site, and thus allows us
to roughly block out portions of the space. Since we
know the ground plane, we can place these obstacles in
world coordinates on that plane. Figure 4 illustrates
an example for indoor monitoring.

5 Using the tracker to classify

We can collect these pieces into a more complete
system. We use the tracker to observe moving objects,
recording in each frame a set of relevant parameters
for each detected object, e.g., the position, direction
of motion, velocity, size, height, aspect ratio of each
connected region. We are currently running the sys-
tem in real time on an SGI O2, processing 7 quarter
frames a second. We regularly run our system nonstop
for periods of several weeks, recording track patterns
in each observed camera. Figure 8 illustrates hourly
readouts of the track patterns for one camera.

5.1 Classifying objects

We can use these track patterns to classify common
activity patterns. First, individual tracked objects can
be classi�ed into general classes, based on observed
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Figure 5: Scatter plot of tracked objects, plotting mean

aspect ratio (x axis) versus size (y axis). Circles are

vehicles, crosses are pedestrians. A standard cluster-

ing algorithm can easily separate these two classes.

data. For example, the aspect ratio of the tracked
object can be used to identify cars, trucks, and peo-
ple. This identi�cation is further enhanced by the use
of world size information, based on the calibration of
the system. This allows us to label individual tracked
objects, and to collect statistics about activity in the
site, e.g., count the number of pedestrians or vehicles
observed at di�erent times of day.

In �gure 5, a 10 minute segment was analyzed. Ev-
ery object which entered this scene { in total, 33 cars
and 34 people { was tracked. The system correctly
classi�ed every car except in one case, where it classi-
�ed two cars as the same object because the two cars
simultaneously entered and left the scene at the same
point. It found only one person in two cases where
two people where walking in physical contact. It also
double counted 2 objects because they had ambiguous
interactions for too long to maintain their identity.

5.2 Classifying actions

The tracks of moving objects can also be used to

classify activities. By clustering the tracks on the ba-
sis of common attributes, we can automatically deduce
lanes of vehicular tra�c, and pedestrian paths, and
we can automatically correlate volumes of such tra�c
with time of day. Our approach of using motion in-
formation to categorize activities is similar in spirit to
[3], although we di�er in several key details.

Once we have extracted clusters representing com-
mon patterns of activity, we can cue our system to look
for unusual events. These are outliers in the clustered
distributions. An example of such an event is illus-
trated in Figure 2, where a truck has recently crossed
a pedestrian lane to reach a loading dock. It's track
is easily identi�ed in the lower right corner as an out-
lier compared to normal activity patterns in this area,
and thus is marked for investigation. Other examples
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include a vehicle moving at an unusual speed given
normal patterns in the area, or volumes of pedestrian
or vehicle tra�c that are unusual compared to normal
rates for the corresponding time of day.

We have considered two approaches for classifying
actions. In the �rst method, we cluster the tracker
output using an entropy minimization algorithm by
Wallace[11], the numeric iterative hierarchical cluster
(NIHC) algorithm. The NIHC algorithm starts with
randomly assigning data to clusters in a B-tree struc-
ture (a binary tree in which all internal nodes have two
children) and iteratively reduces the total Gaussian
entropy of the tree. At each iteration, the algorithm
greedily moves subtrees that will result in the largest
decrease in the sum of the entropy of the subtrees.
The iteration stops when there is no single move that
can further reduce the entropy (although a sequence
of two or more moves may still reduce the entropy,
those are not considered). The resulting tree is a par-
tially optimal hierarchical clustering of the data. An
MDL (minimum description length) cut is then taken
on the tree to �nd the level of clusters that best de-
scribe the data. The description length is a function
of the entropies of all clusters at the cut plus the cost
of representing that cut. Thus description length is re-
warded by taking a cut with smaller clusters because
smaller clusters have smaller entropy, but penalized
for taking such a cut because the representation of
the cut is longer.

We apply a modi�ed version of Wallace's algorithm
to the output of the adaptive tracker. Figure 6 is an
example of the clustering result of the scene in that �g-

ure. We collected 3 minutes of track data from video.
The data set used has 6 dimensions: x and y location,
log of the size of moving object, speed of the object,

and unit vector of the direction of motion. An (x; y)
projection of all the clusters is shown in Figure 6.

Given the cluster descriptions, we can detect partic-
ular activities by specifying parameters that are char-
acteristic of those activities. For example, to �nd a
group of people in queue, we can look for clusters that
contain objects that are slow moving and have weak
directionality in the motion. The lower right image
of Figure 6 shows all the clusters with the aforemen-
tioned characteristics, which correspond to the line of
people.

The second method of classifying action involves
�rst quantizing the six-dimensional continuous obser-

vations, ot 2 IR6 (x,y,dx,dy,size,aspect-ratio), which
describe the state of the objects being tracked. This
reduction in the state space is accomplished by over�t-
ting with a large number of Gaussians, each represent-

            

Figure 6: Given track data for the shown scene, our

method �nds the best clusters based on all parame-

ters. Lower left shows the (x; y) projection of those

clusters. If we specify particular parameters, e.g, low

speed, weak directionality, we can extract speci�c ac-

tivities, e.g. people in line, as shown in the lower right

image.

ing a small region of the (x,y,dx,dy,size,aspect-ratio)
state space. These representative state approximators
for the data are found by a K-means approximation.
Once the space is quantized, a sequence of observ-
ables resulting from an object being tracked, o1; :::;oT
where fot 2 IRd

g, can be represented by a sequence
of labels corresponding to the discrete states in that
path, x1; :::; xT 2 fl1; :::; lNg. Vector quantization can
also be used[6] to reduce the continuous state space to
a discrete space.

We calculate accumulated co-occurrence statistics
of the labels over all sequences using each sequence of
labels as an equivalence class. This results in an N by
N matrix, C:

Ci;j =
1

S

SX
s=1

 
TsX
t=1

(xt = li)

Ts
�

TsX
t=1

(xt = lj)

Ts

!
(7)

where S is the number of sequences available and Ts

is the length of the sequence s.4 Ci;j is the prob-
ability that the states li and lj will co-occur in the
same sequence. If an object tends to present as both
li and lj , the corresponding probability will generally
be higher. If no object in the database presents as
both li and lj , the corresponding probability will be
zero. We use this measure of similarity to cluster the

4Note: (xt = li) can be replaced with Pr(lijxt).
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state approximators rather than the established meth-
ods of determining their proximity in the state space.

We are currently investigating many di�erent meth-
ods of abstracting the underlying processes using
the co-occurrence statistics. Given two simplifying
assumptions|that the underlying processes are IID
(independent and identically distributed) across the
labels and that the sequences are the same length, T|
Ci;j approaches a biased estimation of the weighted
joint probability density, as the number of sequences
increases

lim
S!1

Ci;j =

KX
k=1

�k�

�
(
T � 1

T
)pk(i) � pk(j)

T + (
�i;j

T
)pk(i)

�
(8)

where �k is the prior for the kth process and pk(i)
is the probability of the kth process producing the
label i (Pr(lijModelk)). Note that as the length of the
sequence increases, the bias disappears, leaving simply

lim
T!1

Ci;j =

KX
k=1

�k � (pk(i) � pk(j)) (9)

in which case, C is the weighted sum of the joint prob-
abilities of all the underlying distributions. When the
underlying distributions are signi�cantly independent,
the underlying processes could be solved for by direct
methods or be found by using an EM least squares
approximation of the co-occurrence matrix from the
underlying component densities.

Unfortunately, in our case, neither of the above as-
sumptions are completely valid, so it is not possible
to determine the exact underlying processes. Rather
than clustering the sequences into N di�erent activity
clusters, as in [6], we determine a compact, hierarchi-
cal representation. Our goal is to determine relatively
independent sets of state approximators at each level
of our representation.

This problem �ts rather well into a formalism of
graph bi-partitioning. Beginning with the complete
set of state approximators corresponding to a univer-
sal event, we recursively partition the set minimizing
the cut co-occurrence probabilities. This corresponds
to dividing the parent class into two classes such that
labels which often occur in the same sequence tend to
remain in the same class. To �nd a minimal partition,
we use a Hop�eld network to �nd a minimum of the
function

E = �

X
i;j

0
@Ci;jSiSj + �

 X
i

Si

!2
1
A (10)

where Si = 1 if li is part of the left child and Si = �1
if li is part of the right child. This is implemented as a

Figure 7: Preliminary clustering results. Upper left:

the co-occurrence matrix(KxK) and the membership

function(15xK). Upper right: the corresponding scene.

Middle: the hierarchical clustering of the state approx-

imators (see text).

standard Hop�eld network. Figure 7 shows the hierar-
chical classi�cation using one hour of tracking from a
particular scene. Each state's approximator is shown
as a box with a line, where the size of the box and
direction and length of the line represent the relative
size, direction, and speed of the objects it represents.
The top of the pyramid corresponds to the universal
event. Evaluating a particular sequence on the uni-
versal event gives a measure of the typicality of the
event. The left branch corresponds to eastbound traf-
�c and its children correspond to faster/slower and
larger/smaller subsets of the states. Other nodes rep-
resent pedestrian tra�c, westbound tra�c, eastbound
pedestrians and westbound pedestrians.

We plan to investigate other partitioning functions
(e.g. not binary, not exclusive), investigate using this
mechanism to do other classi�cation tasks(e.g. vi-
sual classi�cation), investigate using this method to
integrate multiple classi�cation systems(e.g. behav-
ior, shape, color classi�ers), use this method to create
a minimally supervised classi�er, and determine how
to make these classi�ers generalize to novel situations.

We plan to investigate using this mechanism for
performing other classi�cation tasks (e.g., visual clas-
si�cation), integrating multiple classi�cation systems
(e.g., behavior, shape, and color classi�ers), and cre-
ating a minimally supervised classi�er. In addition,
we will examine other partition functions (e.g. not
binary, not exclusive) and explore how to make these
classi�ers generalize to novel situations.
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6 Summary

Our hypothesis is that robust, adaptive, multiob-
ject tracking can serve as the basis for systems that
detect and classify activities in extended sites. Al-
though the work reported here is still in progress, we
have already demonstrated the use of such tracking in-
formation in multicamera calibration, rough site mod-
eling, object detection, object classi�cation and activ-
ity detection and classi�cation.
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Figure 8: Selected example of tracking patterns over

extended period of time. Each row shows an example

image and the track patterns for the previous hour,

with times ranging from 7am to 4pm.
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